
On April 6, we will be closing at 3:00 PM,
to celebrate Easter

We will resume normal business hours on Tuesday, April 11th

The team at Greenman would like to wish you a
happy Easter!

Autotoners are our convenient service that
provides the right cassettes to the right printer at
the right time.
A piece of software is installed on the customer's network / server that reads the information that the printer can
give away regarding page count and toner levels etc, but never any private information.

This means that when the toner level goes below 20% then we at Greenman send a toner directly to your end
user, clearly labeled with what your customer wants deliveries to that particular printer to be marked with, as well
as your order number that we receive from you.
If there is high consumption at the customer or if the customer has many machines, we can fulfill all toner orders
on a weekly basis upon request.

We offer a basic service for 19.50 SEK and a premium service for 26.50 SEK per monitored printer per month.
In the premium service, we at Greenman handle most of the administration for you, while, with the basic plan you
do most of the work yourself.
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Why then is Autotoner good for you to offer your customers.

Benefits for you:

avoid stress orders from customers.
know that it is the right toners that are delivered to the customer.
ensures that you deliver toner to all the printers your customers have (except possibly contract
machines).
gets an overview of all the machines the customer has and the new ones that are installed at the
customer.
receives smooth and correct order documentation if the customer is to have an original product when
Greenman does not have the product in the range.

Benefits for your customers:

No need to order toner
get a cost saving by running Greenman eco original toner to the greatest extent possible
get time for other things
do not have to worry about order extra toner when holidays are coming up.

If you want to get more information, send us an email and we will book a Teams meeting with you.
Of course, we are available for team meetings also with you and your customer if you wish, it has helped several
of our Partners to get started with Autotoner.

Meet Khalil
Did you know...
Khalil has been working here with us at Greenman
since April 2017. He came to Sweden from Syria eight
years ago and the job here at Greenman is the first
and so far the only one here in Sweden.

Khalil has studied economics in his home country and
thinks it is fun to keep track of the economy in the
world. It's often something that we talk about at coffee
breaks.

In his free time, he enjoys watching a variety of sports,
with football being his favorite. He is also passionate
about geography and demographics, particularly
population trends.

Khalil is one of our nice guys in the warehouse who is
always happy and positive. If you have a question,
he's always eager to help find a solution

Five quick ones with
Khalil
1. Your best tip to feel good?

Exercising, ignoring negativity, and avoiding those
who spread negative energy.

2. Your latest text?

(?Why? What happened)    لماذا؟ ماذا حدث

3. What is best at Greenman?

I appreciate the open communication and positive
relationships both in and outside of work.

4. What can you not live without?

My phone and family

5. What do you do on your free time?

I enjoy working out, going for walks, and watching
YouTube videos
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